
NEWSLETTER

COVID-19 Updates & Recommendations

1000 Lakeside Drive, Baltimore, MD  21210

Currently, the Lake Roland Nature Center is open for visitation and
restroom use. Baltimore County is no longer mandating that masks be
worn in government buildings. However, all visitors are encouraged to
wear a mask and practice social distancing. We are now accepting
pavilion rental requests for 2022. The Dog Park and Playground are open.
Lake Roland will continue to host programs throughout fall and winter.
Space is limited, and pre-registration is required. For more information,
please visit our website at www.lakeroland.org
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Please email us at LakeRol-RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov to register.

Programs
Upcoming

 
 

Natural Hisory: white-tailed
deer

Saturday, November 5th 
1:00pm—2:00pm  All Ages , FREE

What is the largest animal in the woods of
Lake Roland besides you and me? Learn
about the white-tailed deer, then go on a hike
with a naturalist to observe their tracks
 and signs. 
 

Bug Buffet Turkey Time!

Poke Hunt

Saturday, November 19th  
1:00pm—2:00pm    All Ages, FREE

Saturday, November 12th 2:00pm—4:00pm
Ages 6+, $3 per person ($2 members)

 Sunday, November 13th    1:00pm—2:00pm 
Ages 5+,   $20 per person ($15 members) 

Take part in Lake Roland's Pokémon
Hunt. There will be a chance to win
prizes, add friends, battle at the gyms,
and visit our many Poke stops. The      
      Pokémon Go app is not required 
          to participate in the hunt. 
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Many animals eat insects, but did you

know that humans do too? Insects are a

sustainable protein source, and are a

delicacy in many cultures! Come learn all

about bugs as a nutrition source, their use

in various cuisines, and sample a few

yourself, including ants and grasshoppers!

Are there wild turkeys in
Baltimore County? Learn about
this large and spectacular wild
bird, and how it is much more
than just an item on the menu.

 



By Elizabeth Crampton
     What is permeable pavement? Permeable pavement is a porous urban surface composed of open pores
with an underlying stone reservoir. It catches precipitation and surface runoff, storing it in the reservoir
while slowly allowing it to infiltrate into the soil below or release via a drain tile. There are many different
types of permeable pavement we can use. Such as permeable pavers, concrete, and asphalt. The most
common uses are parking lots, low-traffic roads, sidewalks, and driveways. 

Permeable Pavement: A Road Runoff Solution

     What are the benefits of permeable pavements? For starters it allows for a more natural hydrologic
balance and reduces runoff volume by collecting and slowly releasing the rain water into the ground. This
helps reduce the amount of flash floods that occur since the water will be held instead of forced into the
storm water system. As well as not getting absorbed by rain gardens and such due to the over saturation
of the soil and its inability to take in anymore water so quickly. The pavement is also capable of reducing
the concentration of pollutants in several ways. It can physically trap the pollutants in the pavement or
soil. Bacteria and microbes can break down and utilize the pollutants. Plants may be able to grow in
between the pavers and can trap and store pollutants. These permeable surfaces can also allow for
cooling down the warmer runoff, reducing the stress on the body of water that it flows into. A very
impactful benefit of these permeable pavements is the diminishing need for applying road salt used for
deicing. The permeable pavements only need 0 – 25% of the salt typically applied to normal asphalt. It
has been observed that the heat that the pavement can store is able to be released which in turn assists in
the melting and thawing of snow and ice. One of it's best benefits is it's durability, typically lastly 20 years
before maintenance is required (compared to 10 years for regular asphalt).
     While there are many benefits to these types of surfaces, they do have their downsides. For example, the
pavement can become clogged with sediment and pollutants and in turn reduce the pavements
permeability. The quality of water that gets released from the pavement can also be in question. How
much of the pollutants are being directed into groundwater?  How much time does the water that is
collected need to stay in the reservoir below before it is sufficiently treated? 
     These are all things to think about as we move toward more environmentally friendly resources and
lifestyles, with permeable pavements, electric cars, better recycling practices, and using more
biodegradable and/or reusable products. If we can guarantee a permeable pavement that is successful
with minimal, it can be revolutionary for the future of humankind. 
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away!

  
If you have lost your keys, eyeglasses, cell phone, or any other miscellaneous
items, check with the Lake Roland Nature Center! A good samaritan may have
turned it in. If we don't have it, we can make note of what was lost and contact
you if it's found!

Please consider visiting the Lake Roland Amazon Wishlist
and donating an item. 

ANYTHING HELPS!
 

Links to our Amazon Wish List and Amazon Smile Account can be accessed by
selecting the Donate to Lake Roland tab on our website at LakeRoland.org or by
clicking the links at the bottom. AmazonSmile is a nonprofit division of Amazon
that will donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible products to the Lake Roland
Nature Council. It is a safe and secure way to support the park without any cost to
you.

 AmazonSmile Account

Support Our Wishlist

Amazon Wish List
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http://lakeroland.org/
https://smile.amazon.com/ref=smi_ext_ch_45-1462130_dl?_encoding=UTF8&ein=45-1462130&ref_=smi_chpf_redirect&ref_=smi_ext_ch_45-1462130_cl
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/2C7XJI9JX4VCX?&sort=default

